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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a way for sleuthing underground cable fault distance locator is done by using microcontroller. 

The target of this project is to work out the gap of underground cable fault through base station in kilometers. It 

uses the straight forward conception of ohm’s law, voltage drop can vary counting on the length of fault in 

cable, since the current varies. A group of resistors are used to represent the length of cable in kilometers and a 

dc voltage is fed at one end and the fault is detected the change in voltage using analog to voltage converter. 

The fault occurring at what distance is shown on LCD which is interfaced with the microcontroller that is used 

to make the necessary calculations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For most of the worldwide operated low voltage and medium voltage distribution lines underground 

cables have been used from many decades. To reduce the sensitivity of distribution networks to 

environmental influences underground high voltage cables are used more and more. Underground 

cables have been widely used in power distribution networks due to the advantages of underground 

connection, involving more security than overhead lines in bad weather, less liable to damage by 

storms or lightning. It is less expensive for shorter distance, eco- friendly and low maintenance. 

 

  

 
Fig1:  Underground cable fault 

But if any fault occur in cable, then it is difficult to locate fault. So this project is used to detect the 

location of fault in digital way. The requirement of locating the faulty point in an underground cable 

in order is to facilitate quicker repair, improve the system reliability and reduced outage period[1]. 

The underground cable system is very useful for distribution mainly in metropolitan cities, airport and 

defense services. 
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II. FAULT IN CABLE 

Fault in a cable is defined as a physical condition that causes a device, a component, or an element to 

fail to perform in a required manner[3]. It will occur because of any defect, weakness or non-

homogeneity or by breaking of conductor and failure of insulation. 

Power cable fault location techniques are used in power system for accurate pin pointing of the fault 

positions. The benefits of accurate location of fault are: 

 Fast repair to revive back the power system. 

 Improve the system availability and performance.   

 Reduce operating expense and save the time needed by the crew searching in bad weather, 

noisy area and tough terrains. 

 

2.1 Types of Fault in a Cable 

A fault may be a bolted connection or may have some electric resistance within the fault association 

[2]. The fault can be basically mainly in two categories: 

 Open circuit fault: 

Open circuit fault happens, when there is a break in the conducting path of a cable. These 

kind of faults are better comparatively short circuit faults because when these fault occur 

current flows through cable becomes zero. The open-circuit fault can be detect by megger by 

measuring resistance between each conductors and earth. 

 Short circuit fault: 

An abnormal connection of comparatively low electric resistance, whether created accidently 

or intentionally, between two points of various potential. When two conductors of multi core 

cable come in electrical contact with one another because of insulation failure, it is thus 

referred to as short-circuit fault. 

  

2.2 Block Diagram 

In this project simple Ohm’s law is used to locate the short circuit fault, where a DC voltage is applied 

at the feeder end through a series resistor, depending upon the length of fault of the cable current 

varies. The voltage drop across the series resistor changes accordingly and this voltage drop is used in 

detection of fault location in the underground cables. The below figure is a block diagram of 

underground cable fault distance surveyor.  In this project power supply consists of a step down 

transformer (230/12V), which step down the voltage to 12V AC and it is converted into DC by using 

a Bridge rectifier. It is assembled with a group of resistors representing cable lengths in kilometers.  

 
Fig2: Block diagram of underground cable fault distance surveyor. 
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The voltage drop across the feeder resistor is given to an ADC which supplies a digital information 

which the programmed microcontroller would show an equivalent on LCD in kilometers. The 

hardware of this project is shown in fig3. 

 

Fig3: Project Image 

2.3 OPERATING PROCEDURE 

The program while executed continuously scans by operating the 3 relays in sequence of one sec 

interval. If any of the 12 switches found to be faulted then the voltage drop at the ADC (which is in-

built in microcontroller) pin varies depending on the current flow which is reciprocally proportional to 

the resistive value of the length of the cable in kms. The circuit diagram of underground cable fault 

distance surveyor is shown in fig 4. This variable voltage is fed to the ADC to develop an 8 bit 

information to the microcontroller portA and therefore the distance is shown of the faulted switch on 

the LCD. 

 

Fig4: Circuit diagram 

III. OBSERVATIONS 

In this simulation, the four sets of resistors connected in series representing cables i.e. R1, R2, R3, R4; 

R5, R6, R7, R8; R9, R10, R11, R12 and R13, R15, R16, R17 and twelve switches representing faults 

are simulated using PSIM software.  
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Fig5: Simulation circuit of switch and resistors using PSIM software 

IV. RESULT 

In the below figure the simulated output is shown when the third switch is closed. The voltage drop 

across a series resistor is 4.25V when switch three is closed.  

 

Fig6: Simulated output when Switch 2 is closed 

The voltage drop across series resistor when different switches are, closed is shown in below table. 

Table 1: Output voltage across series resistor 

S No. Closed 

Switch 

Voltage across series 

resistor (V) 

Distance at 

which fault 

occurred (Km) 

1 Switch 1 3.35 V 1 Km 

2 Switch 5 5 V 2 Km 

3 Switch 2 4.25 V 2 Km 

4 Switch 3 4.5 V 3Km 
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V. SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

PSIM is one of the fastest simulators for power electronics simulation. It achieves fast simulation 

while retaining excellent simulation accuracy. This makes it particularly efficient in simulating 

converter systems of any size, and performing multiple-cycle simulation. 

PSIM is the engine of the simulation environment. PSIM uses a strong algorithm dedicated to 

electrical circuits (piecewise method, generic models and a fixed time-step). The fast simulation 

allows repetitive simulation runs and significantly shortens the design cycle. PSIM can simulate 

control circuit in various forms: in analog circuit, s-domain transfer function block diagram, z-domain 

transfer function block diagram, custom C code, or in Matlab. PSIM’s control library provides a 

comprehensive list of components and function blocks, and makes it possible to build virtually any 

control scheme quickly and conveniently 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we detect the location of open circuit and short circuit fault in the underground cable 

from the base station in kms with the help of Atmega16. For this we use concept of ohms law so that 

fault location can be detected.  
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